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QUESTION 1

Which two tasks can be performed when WLST is in OFFLINE mode? 

A. modifying the configuration of an online domain 

B. modifying the configuration of an offline domain 

C. viewing runtime performance data in ONLINE mode 

D. viewing runtime performance data in OFFLINE mode 

E. creating and extending domains 

Correct Answer: BE 

B: WLST enables you to create a new domain or update an existing domain without connecting to a 

running WebLogic Server (that is, using WLST offline)--supporting the same functionality as the 

Configuration Wizard. 

E: With WLST you can 

Creating a Domain (Offline) 

Updating an Existing Domain (Offline) 

Creating a Domain Template (Offline) 

Exporting Diagnostic Data (Offline) 

Stepping Through a Sample Script: Creating a Domain Using WLST Offline Reference: Creating and 

Configuring WebLogic Domains Using WLST Offline 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the architectural benefit of keeping WebLogic Server transaction log in the database? 

A. Oracle does not allow replicating files between data centers, so keeping transaction log in database allows for
replication. 

B. Many transactions in WebLogic are database centric, so keeping log in database makes Two Phase Commit protocol
possible. 

C. It obviates the need to keep in sync two replication technologies (file and database) between data centers. The single
replication technology is used for frequently changing data. 

D. Transaction log in a file system is extremely slow so it cannot be efficiently replicated. 

Correct Answer: C 
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You can configure a JDBC TLOG store to persist transaction logs to a database, which provides the following benefits: 

*

 Leverages replication and HA characteristics of the underlying database. 

*

 Simplifies disaster recovery by allowing the easy synchronization of the state of the database and TLOGs. 

*

 Improved Transaction Recovery service migration as the transaction logs to do not need to be migrated (copied) to a
new location. 

*

 You can configure a JDBC TLOG store to persist transaction logs to a database, which allows you to leverage
replication and HA characteristics of the underlying database, simplify disaster recovery, and improve Transaction
Recovery service migration. 

incorrect: 

not B: Read-only, One-phase Commit Optimization requires Oracle DB 11.1.0.7.3PSU or above. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are configuring the data source for an Oracle database. You will need to specify a test table for WebLogic to test
the status of the database. Which option should you choose? 

A. a table name which has 100s of records 

B. a table name which has 10s of records 

C. a table name which has empty records 

D. a table name which has 1000s of records 

E. never use a table name 

Correct Answer: C 

*

 When you create a data source using the Administration Console, the Administration Console automatically sets the
Test Table Name attribute for a data source based on the DBMS that you select. The Test Table Name attribute is used
in connection testing which is optionally performed periodically or when you create or reserve a connection, depending
on how you configure the testing options. For database tests to succeed, the database user used to create database
connections in the data source must have access to the database table. If not, you should either grant access to the
user (make this change in the DBMS) or change the Test Table Name attribute to the name of a table to which the user
does have access (make this change in the WebLogic Server Administration Console). 

*

 To manually test a connection from a data source, you can use the Test Data Source feature on the JDBC Data
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Source: Monitoring: Testing page in the Administration Console (see " Test JDBC data sources") or the testPool()
method in the JDBCDataSourceRuntimMBean. To test a database connection from a data source, Test Reserved
Connections must be enabled and Test Table Name must be defined in the data source configuration. Both are defined
by default if you create the data source using the Administration Console. 

When you test a data source, WebLogic Server reserves a connection, tests it using the query defined in Test Table
Name, and then releases the connection. 

Reference: Configuring and Managing JDBC Data Sources for Oracle WebLogic Server, Tuning Data Source
Connection Pools 

 

QUESTION 4

In WebLogic 10.3.6 and 12c, transaction logs can optionally write to a JDBC store instead of a file store on the file
system. Identify the three benefits as a result of this capability. 

A. simplified disaster recovery architecture and efforts 

B. better performance than writing logs to a file store 

C. common storage of transaction logs with application data 

D. common replication of transaction logs with application data 

E. higher transaction throughput 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Comparing File Stores and JDBC-accessible Stores 

The following are some similarities and differences between file stores and JDBC-accessible stores: 

*

 (A) JDBC stores may make it easier to handle failure recovery since the JDBC interface can access the database from
any machine on the same network. With the file store, the disk must be shared or migrated. 

*

 The default persistent store can only be a file store. Therefore, a JDBC store cannot be used as a default persistent
store. 

*

 Both have the same transaction semantics and guarantees. As with JDBC store writes, file store writes are guaranteed
to be persisted to disk and are not simply left in an intermediate (that is, unsafe) cache. 

*

 Both have the same application interface (no difference in application code). 

*

 (not B, not E) All things being equal, file stores generally offer better throughput than a JDBC store. 
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/ If a database is running on high-end hardware with very fast disks, and WebLogic Server is running on slower
hardware or with slower disks, then you may get better performance from the JDBC store. 

*

 File stores are generally easier to configure and administer, and do not require that WebLogic subsystems depend on
any external component. 

*

 File stores generate no network traffic; whereas, JDBC stores generate network traffic if the database is 

on a different machine from WebLogic Server. 

Reference: Configuring Server Environments for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c, Comparing File Stores and JDBC-
accessible Stores 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to capture WebLogic internal events correlated with JVM events for viewing offline. What three actions must
you take to enable this within WebLogic? 

A. Run WebLogic in a JRockit JVM and ensure the Flight Recorder is enabled. 

B. Configure the WebLogic Diagnostic Framework Event Volume to Low, Medium, or High depending on the type of
events you want to capture. 

C. Configure the WebLogic Diagnostic Framework bridge to send events to the JRockit Flight Recording. 

D. Take a dump from the default recording or create a new recording for the time period you want to capture. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

A: You can enable JFR at runtime to take JRA recordings from the JRockit Management Console. You also have the
option of turning off the JFR and recordings at the JRockit JVM level from the java command line using: 

$ java -XX:-FlightRecorder 

B: 

*

 In most environments, there is little performance impact when the Diagnostic Volume is set to Low and 

the most performance impact if Diagnostic Volume is set to High. The volume of diagnostic data produced 

by WebLogic Server needs to be weighed against potential performance loss. 

*

 WLDF provides the Diagnostic Volume attribute to set the amount of code coverage that is enabled and 

the amount of data provided in the events that are generated for the covered code The following code 

example sets the volume to Medium: 
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. . . 

connect() 

edit() 

startEdit() 

cd("Servers/myserver") 

cd("ServerDiagnosticConfig") 

cd("myserver") 

cmo.setWLDFDiagnosticVolume("Medium") 

save() 

activate() 

D: Integrated with the WebLogic Diagnostic Image and Watch and Notification system 

· Enables capture based on system state, event capture during event; no need to replicate · Watch for 

stuck thread count, heap size increase, available memory, etc. 

· Set up notifications: capture WLDF image 

· Diagnostic image capture spurs JFR file generation; JFR file included in diagnostic image · Includes full 

JFR data from all event generators 

Note: 

* WebLogic Diagnostic Framework (WLDF) provides specific integration points with JRockit Mission Control Flight
Recorder. WebLogic Server events are propagated to the Flight Recorder for inclusion in a common data set for runtime
or post-incident analysis. 

Reference: Oracle Fusion Middleware Performance and Tuning for Oracle WebLogic Server, Tuning WebLogic
Diagnostic Framework and JRockit Flight Recorder Integration 

Reference: JRockit Flight Recorder and WebLogic Diagnostic FrameWork (WLDF) Integration 
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